




A-Level Results Day 2021

Students at William Hulme’s Grammar School (WHGS) are
set to take up their places at some of the UK’s top
universities this autumn, with two students heading to the
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.

This year, A Levels were awarded following Teacher Assessed
Grades (TAGs) due to the cancellation of external
examinations. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/articleid/7005/artmid/532/preview/true


GCSE Results Day 2021

Our Year 11 students are celebrating today following the awarding of their GCSE
grades.

This year, as with A Levels, GCSEs were awarded following Teacher Assessed
Grades (TAGs) due to the cancellation of external examinations.

Peter Mulholland, Principal of WHGS said:

“I am delighted for our Year 11 students, who are celebrating some excellent
qualifications today in the most trying of circumstances. We serve a wide and
varied community at WHGS, and it is always a pleasure to see how our students’
lives can be transformed through the education and encouragement they
receive here from our dedicated staff.

“This year group have achieved great things despite the pandemic and are
superb role models for our younger pupils – they have shown resilience and
remained aspirational throughout Year 11. I have no doubt that they will inspire
all William Hulme’s pupils to strive for equally high standards and outcomes in
the future.

“I look forward to welcoming many of them back to our Sixth Form in
September, where they will be taking the next steps towards the professions and
careers to which they aspire.”

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/7080/whgs-students-celebrate-gcse-success




Summer School

This year, we ran our first WHGS Summer School! Ninety students joining Year 7 came
for a week-long programme of activities to help ease their transition into secondary
school.

On Monday, students took part in settling in activities, including a tour and treasure
hunt of the school site. They also enjoyed wellbeing activities and practised their
resilience trying to build a lollipop bridge!

Tuesday and Thursday were days filled with sporting activities, including tennis,
football and table tennis. Students also worked together in small groups on a drama
project and made accompanying set designs.

On Wednesday there was a 'space' theme for the day with Science, Maths and English
workshops, delivered by 'As Creatives'.

Friday saw the end of a great week with a trip to Chester Zoo! Students were able to
visit the different animal enclosures in small groups and learn about the risk of
extinction.

Overall, it was an action packed and fun filled week that was enjoyed by students and
staff alike. Students said that it helped them to make friends and feel more confident
about joining secondary school. The staff loved the opportunity to get to know
students before September and enjoy the variety of activities together.

A great time had by all! View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/7088/whgs-summer-school




KS4 Girls' Football Tournament

After 18 months of no school matches for all, the
KS4 Girls Football Team were back in action at the
KS4 Tournament held monthly at Whalley Range
High School for Girls.

There is an Inspire League for 'budding' girl
footballers and an Excel League for experienced
players.

WHGS were in the Excel League, playing against the
likes of Wright Robinson, Levenshulme and Trinity -
schools with a reputation for sports and football.

The girls did fantastically well on a very hot
evening, winning three matches and a draw in the
other.

The eight young ladies are a pleasure to coach,
they are a credit to themselves, their families and
the school.

Rafiha, Kashy, Tia, Matilde, Duaa, Mehak, Areeba
and Maria.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8097/ks4-girls-football-tournament


Year 11 Food Preparation and Nutrition

Year 11 Food Preparation and Nutrition students have been
practising high level skills in preparation for starting their
GCSE assessed practical work in a couple of weeks.

Their last lesson's focus was on making fresh pasta, shaping
ravioli and sauce making. It was a very productive lesson
with some high-quality finished results.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8100/year-11-food-preparation-and-nutrition


Year 6 Tag Rugby Practice

In the Primary Phase, United Learning's Rugby Union
Specialist, Mr Wright, came in to deliver a pop up session
yesterday to the Year 6 squad who are attending a Tag Rugby
Inspire Competition on Monday afternoon, run through
Manchester PE Association.

For some of them this was the first time they had played,
but they thoroughly enjoyed the session and are looking
forward to the competition on Monday. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8103/year-6-tag-rugby-practice


International Day of Peace

Tuesday 21 September was the International Day of Peace,
in order to acknowledge this, WHGS allowed everyone to
wear one item of white, which is often the symbol of peace.

There was some Form time discussion about what peace
means to the students and, at lunch time, there was a stall
in the Forum, supervised by the Wellbeing Team, where
there were additional information leaflets, discussions and
nominees were taken for the WHGS Peace Award.

Our winner was Susan (Year 11), and our runner up was
Adeena (Year 8). View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8106/international-day-of-peace


CCF Field Day

On Monday 27 September, 55 of our Year 9 - Year
11 students, who signed up for the Combined
Cadet Force (CCF) took part in a Field Day at
Holcombe Moor, near Ramsbottom.

The Field Day consisted of different workshops,
comprising:

• Cooking in the Field/Introduction to Ration
Packs

• Why Things are Seen/Camouflage and
Concealment

• Bashas and Types of Shelter/Introduction to
Harbour Areas

• Range Cards
• Movement With or Without a Rifle
• Field Signals
Despite a rather damp start to the day for the new
recruits, it was their first 24 hours in the field and
they were terrific. They learned how to construct
their own bashas, cook army rations and develop
a whole range of Fieldcraft skills, such as
camouflage, section formations and field signals.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8113/ccf-field-day


Manchester United Year 6 Tournament

We took a Year 6 Football Squad to Manchester United's Cliff
Training Centre in Salford today. They played in an
innovative format, which allowed them to be the manager.

They picked the team, the tactics and made substitutions in
this 'Player Led' Tournament. In another twist, no matter
what the result, a penalty shoot-out followed the end of the
game to enable everyone a chance of winning.

The boys had a great time and enjoyed the chance to visit
the facilities. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8115/manchester-united-year-6-tournament


Luke Staton Visit

On Tuesday 5 October, the Secondary Phase welcomed two
guest visitors; Luke Staton and Wes Brown!

We have been working with Luke Staton since the last
lockdown. He is an ex-footballer who now runs his own
motivational coaching business. During the lockdown, Luke
made his 'Inspiring the Next Generation' programme free to
schools. The 6-module programme, consisting of
motivational videos and reflective activities aimed at
boosting self-esteem and confidence, was completed by all
students in Key Stage 3. Luke also gave inspirational
assemblies to Year 7-11 and to the staff. During his visit Luke
met and interviewed 6 students from Key Stage 3, who had
completed the programme and talked to them about their
dreams and aspirations for the future. The students who
took part spoke extremely articulately and made our school
proud.

At lunch time there was a fantastic surprise. Wes Brown, one
of Luke's friends and former colleagues, joined him and
spent time meeting and talking to students across the
Secondary Phase. Wes, a former Manchester United and
England football player, even played some football with our
Year 9 students - much to the students' delight!

View this news article on the website…

During the afternoon, Wes and Luke launched our
fantastic Boys2Men programme, in which selective
boys in Years 8-10 take part in a range of activities to
equip them with the skills to be successful young
people. There was a question and answer session with
the students, who took part enthusiastically and
learned a lot about how Wes and Luke became
successful footballers and overcame difficulties
throughout their lives and careers.

It was a high energy, exciting and action-packed day
enjoyed by all those involved. We look forward to
welcoming Luke and Wes back in the future!

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8116/luke-staton-visit-to-the-secondary-phase


Year 3 Food Workshop

This week, Year 3 had a visit from a chef to discuss healthy eating.

The children learned about different types of food and which ones are good for them. They made a large vegetable stew
and the children made their own bread. They then got the chance to try their creations at lunchtime!

All the children had a fantastic time!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8117/year-3-food-workshop


Year 11 DofE Bronze Expedition

On Friday 1 October, sixteen students set out on WHGS’s
first DofE expedition since summer 2019.

Friday was spent learning how to pack kit, read maps
and put up tents, before setting off. After setting up
their tents, the students set off on their practice
navigation walk with staff from the camp. All students
took it in turns to have a go at navigating, which was a
steep learning curve for some! They all showed great
improvement by the end of the day, despite a farmer
trying to send some groups off track…

Back at the camp the students cooked their first meal
they had planned in their groups, with a range of food
appearing from packs, including curries and pasta
dishes. After a briefing from staff about Saturday, some
students stayed up late for stargazing and badger
spotting!

On Saturday morning, students took their time learning
how to pack their kit away, with groups having an
opportunity to confirm their morning routines, including
making and eating breakfast, before briefing each other
about their route for the day.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8118/year-11-dofe-bronze-expedition


Year 11 DofE Bronze Expedition

When they were ready, they started their assessed
expedition, walking between checkpoints to meet and
check in with staff as they went. Despite the rain and
some navigation mistakes (all of which they managed to
correct well!), all three groups persevered and showed
great resilience to keep going, with group members
taking it on themselves to motivate and cheer up anyone
who was flagging. Two groups made it to Linnet Clough
campsite in good time, managing themselves well under
the supervision of campsite staff, while two WHGS staff
had a flat tyre… Abdelbast did a fantastic job of being
campsite manager for this time! The third team showed
consideration, composure and resilience in getting back
on the right track and finish their walk after a couple of
navigational errors.

When all groups were back, they cooked together to get
their energy levels up and warm up after a long day, and
most went to sleep early.

On Sunday morning, all groups were up and packing
early, with an impressively slick morning routine. The
groups set out on their final assessed navigation walk.

They showed competent group navigation skills and kept
to their timings well. All three groups were in fantastic
spirits, dealing with horses and some small navigation
errors along the way, some even managed to spot herons
along the walk. After finishing their expedition, and
having been debriefed by staff, they all headed back to
school to unpack their kit in record time and return any
school kit, before heading home to rest and sleep!

Miss Adamson, Mr Xiberras, Miss Clayden and Mr
Robinson would like to thank all of the students who
took part in this expedition for their fantastic attitude,
perseverance and resilience during this expedition,
which (for a lot of students) was the first time ever
having attempted something like this!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8118/year-11-dofe-bronze-expedition


Y7-Y11 Music Trip to Gorton Monastery

On Thursday 30 September, a group of music students
visited Gorton Monastery to take part in a series of
workshops delivered by members of Manchester
Camerata. In addition, a mini concert was held at the
start of the event in the beautiful surroundings of the
building.

View this news article on the website…

Students wrote their own verse to a song, completed
rhythmical and composition workshops and
performed alongside Irlam and Cadishead Academy.

This was our first trip of, hopefully many more, this
academic year.

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8119/y7-y11-music-trip-to-gorton-monastery


Year 5 Explore the Universe
Year 5 have been exploring the Universe, which is made up of Galaxies and teeny tiny Solar Systems. We have learned
that our Solar System; the Milky Way, is just one of many.

We have learned interesting facts about the different planets and where their names have originated from. Pupils can
now tell you that Mars was named after the Roman God of War because it is red in colour. The pupils were intrigued by
Earth, our beautiful home. They learned that Earth is one of the four rocky and spherical planets. It is the third planet
closest to the Sun. Strangely, we learned that out of the eight planets, Venus is the second closest to the Sun, but it is the
hottest! Yes, you read right, eight planets, can you believe it? Unfortunately, since Pluto no longer meets the three
criteria of what makes a planet, it was demoted and downgraded in 2006 by the IAU.

But that's not all. We have also learned about other rocky bodies that are a part of
our Solar System. Life in Space has been the most fun topic that the pupils have
enjoyed exploring. Amazingly, they have learned about what life would be like in
Space and whether they would prefer to be an astronaut or an astronomer. Many
of the pupils were swayed towards the path of becoming an astronomer, after
finding out that astronauts must wear adult nappies whilst out in space. They also
found it disgusting how astronauts get lizard feet and how their feet become scaly
and rough! They have really enjoyed this topic and they have retained so much
knowledge about Earth and Space.

Year 5 celebrated their learning and they were given the honour of presenting their
work to their peers and their parents in their assembly. Nerves didn't get the better
of them and they all remembered their fun facts about Earth and Space. We are so
proud of Year 5 for their dedication to their assembly, for learning their lines and
for using their loud voices to show off what they have learned.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8120/year-5-explore-the-universe


Henshaws Visit

It is always wonderful to see our friends
from Henshaws – and this one was so
much more special as it was the first
time WHGS and Henshaws had teamed
up in two years due to the pandemic.

Today, our lunchtime concert featured
Year 10, 11 and 12 musicians, including
vocal performances from Eden-Haya, a
piano solo from Chandan, a vocal and
guitar duet given by Petra and Goncalo,
as well as a massed performance of
'Master Blaster' (Eden-Haya, Chandan
and Romain) and Serafim playing a
saxophone solo.

A big thanks to all staff involved in
making this possible and to the amazing
musical talents of our students.

We've really missed visits from the
Henshaws community, and we look
forward to seeing everyone in
December for an early Christmas
celebration. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8122/henshaws-visit


Black History Month (BHM) 2021

At WHGS we are proud of the rich, diverse and multicultural
community that we serve and work so well with.

During Black History Month, staff have engaged with pupils
in many different and exciting ways, celebrating the
contributions made to society by people of Black heritage
and their communities. We use Black History Month as a
time to educate and enrich our community with the
importance of Black history.

The examples provided below – whilst by no means
exhaustive – serve to demonstrate our commitment to
sharing the powerful and wonderful contributions of people
of black heritage and communities to society.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8124/diversity-equality-and-inclusion-celebrating-black-history-month-bhm-2021


Black History Month (BHM) 2021

The school's Pride Team have been discussing Black History
and Black LGBT heroes that have changed the world.

Heroes such as trans activist, Marsha P Johnson, who led the
Stonewall riot in America, which created a ripple effect
around the world, sparking LGBT rights movements,
including here in the UK.

So, to celebrate, the Team made cakes in honour of all the
amazing heroes!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8129/whgs-pride-team-celebrates-black-history-month-and-black-lgbt-heroes


Black History Month (BHM) 2021
Masterchef Competition

Congratulations to Attifa (8ST) the winner of our Black
History Month MasterChef Competition. The students
were asked to cook a dish from their family recipes
and Attifa brought a lovely story with her dish...

Patishapta is a traditional sweet dish from
Bangladesh, usually made for special occasions, such
as Eid. It consists of a thin pancake encasing a sweet
filling. I added vanilla, which isn't traditional, but this
slight twist adds nice flavour to it. In Bangladesh, all
the ingredients would usually be made from scratch,
such as grinding your own rice flour and then sifting it.
This dish is particularly popular following the harvest
season, as the fresh rice crops can be used as soon as
they are ready. Semolina also provides a creamy
texture to the filling and contributes to an overall great
dish for special occasions or anytime!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8130/black-history-month-masterchef-competition


Y8-Y11 Boys Table Tennis

Nine of our boys from Year 8 through Year 11 played Trinity
High in a table tennis match on Tuesday 19 October. They
played a mixture of singles and doubles games.

Unfortunately, WHGS lost overall. But they acquitted
themselves very well in skill, behaviour and engaging with
the opposition. A big thank you to Trinity for hosting - the
return match at WHGS is on Tuesday 9.November.

The line up was... Romain, Mo, Harry, Matthew, George,
Ayaan, Francis, Zohaib and Mahdi

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8131/y8-y11-boys-table-tennis


Virtual Green Love! Performance

Last Friday, pupils at William Hulme’s Grammar School
(WHGS) joined together virtually with thousands of their
peers from across United Learning to see themselves in
the online premiere of Green Love! Songs to save the
world.

Green Love! is an ambitious music and performing arts
project designed to develop pupils’ musical talents and
encourage them to think more about the environment
and how, together, we can protect it. The project
culminated in the professional production of a unique
thirty-minute film, featuring performances recorded in
the 40 schools involved.

Last academic year, pupils at WHGS immersed
themselves in the world of music and dance, enjoying in-
school rehearsals and virtual, group-wide Green Love!
assemblies delivered by The Voices Foundation and Beat
Goes On. Collectively, they learnt six original songs
inspired by sustainability and composed by celebrated
musicians Alexander L’Estrange and Joanna Forbes
L’Estrange, as well as accompanying body percussion
rhythms. Having mastered the lyrics and foot-tapping
rhythms, pupils recorded their final in-school
performance in the Summer Term. View this news article on the website…

To celebrate their hard work, pupils enjoyed an early
premiere of Green Love! on Friday afternoon. This was
followed by a ticketed online showing in the evening,
where pupils’ friends and families were able to watch the
special performance, held in support of Ibba Girls’ School
in South Sudan. The film is available to watch on YouTube
here.

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8132/william-hulmes-pupils-shine-in-virtual-green-love-performance
https://youtu.be/EGXiLXxEgSg


Virtual Green Love! Performance

Nyesha Kapur, a Year 8 pupil at WHGS, said:

"Singing is my passion, and to be singing for
a good cause, was a blessing! For me to
have an opportunity like this, changed my
way of interpreting the environment. Green
Love was a highly encouraging project. With
the ideas of changing a climate crisis to
understanding what our world is about, is
how the project allowed me to express the
global obstacle of climate change. Using
music to do this was extremely fun and
motivating – with it inspiring me, and people
of all ages!"

Catherine Barker, Head of Music and
Performing Arts at United Learning, said:

“Congratulations to all our pupils who took
part in Green Love! Each and every one of
them gave a superb performance, which has
not only led to the creation of a fantastic film
but has, I’m sure, inspired us all to help
tackle climate change and lead more
sustainable lives.

“As our schools return to normal ways of teaching and learning, this
virtual production is testament to how pupils and teachers alike can
join together during times of difficulty to spread awareness about an
important cause and foster their creativity. It’s an incredibly inspiring
feat that everyone involved should be immensely proud of.

“Thank you to all our teachers and support staff who showed such
enthusiasm in delivering Green Love! to our young people, and
likewise to our longstanding partners Joanna and Alexander
L’Estrange, The Voices Foundation and Beat Goes On who made the
project such a success. Ensuring our young people have access to
opportunities like this is all part of how we deliver an Education with
Character at United Learning and I am very much looking forward to
seeing how we can build on this for the future.”

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8132/william-hulmes-pupils-shine-in-virtual-green-love-performance


RP Independence Skills Trip to 
the Trafford Centre

The Resourced Provision (RP) pupils had a brilliant day out
to the Trafford Centre on Tuesday 19 October.

Pupils caught a public bus to the shopping centre to enjoy a
day filled with shopping, food and the arcades. During the
trip, RP pupils were taught how to catch a bus
independently, pay for a bus ticket, order their own meal
and purchase their own items with a budget. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8134/resourced-provisions-independence-skills-trip-to-the-trafford-centre


Sixth Form Cultural Day

Students in the Sixth Form have been
celebrating Black History Month. To mark
the end of Black History Month, our
fantastic Sixth Form 'Culture Crew' helped
organise a day of cultural expression for all.
Students came into Sixth Form wearing
cultural and traditional dress. It was a
wonderful atmosphere with so many
cultures represented.

Our students said:

"It was really nice to see everyone
embracing and showing off their cultures. It
really emphasises the diversity of our
college."

"A lot of people who had never spoken to
each other, were asking about each others
cultures, everyone realised they didn't know
alot about each other. It was nice to learn."

"It was very eye opening to see just how
many different cultures we have in the Sixth
Form." View this news article on the website…

"It made me feel really accepted within the school and I felt more
comfortable and safe that I could actually wear clothes that represent my
culture and background to school and celebrate that with the rest of my
friends. It made me feel more inclusive, as I felt like it was an easy event
to take part in as it was just a way of expressing ourselves and I loved it."

A special thank you to the Culture Crew: Eden-Haya, Samaa and Zabina.

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8135/sixth-form-cultural-day


Year 3 Dodgeball

This week, Year 3 had a visit from
Aden who works at Dodgeball UK.

He showed the children the
medals that he had won for
playing dodgeball all around the
world.

The children then had an exciting
session where they learnt how to
throw the ball imaginatively and
then how to throw the ball
effectively!

The children thoroughly enjoyed
learning the rules of dodgeball
and had the chance to play a
game of dodgeball against each
other. Many children were
interested to sign up for a session
at manchesterbees.co.uk.

View this news article on the website…

manchesterbees.co.uk
https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8142/year-3-dodgeball


Y10 Football Fixture
An exciting evening of football ensued on
Thursday 4 November, as the Y10 Football
Inspire League kicked off with Manchester
Academy (MA) facing our Year 10 team.

The tone of the high scoring game was set in
the first minute, as Harry cut in on his left
foot and struck a low drive into the bottom
corner. At 1-0, MA were awarded a penalty,
following a trip on their talented right
winger. Following weeks of penalty practise,
it was a great moment for Matthew as his
movement and shape on the line was
enough to make the MA striker hit the
penalty high above the goal.

It was our goalkeeper, Matthew, himself that
claimed the assist for our second goal, as his
kick caused problems for the MA defence
and, following a mix-up between keeper and
defender, Bailey was left to roll the ball home
into an empty net to make it 2-0.

Shortly after, a mad scramble took place in
the MA area with several chances falling to
WHGS forwards. After several blocks, Harry
took hold of the ball and slotted his second
of the game into the bottom corner. A
spirited response by MA saw a half chance
taken well by their striker to make it 3-1.

Matthew, extremely unlucky not to see his
save go wide of the post.

At 4-1, WHGS earned a free kick around 30
yards out. Already on a brace, Harry stepped
up and expertly bent the free kick directly
into the top corner for his hat trick.

WHGS managed to add a fifth goal before
half time, as Josh capitalised on some
outstanding work by Hassan to slot home
and make it 5-1 at half time.

With injuries and new faces, a new look XI
took to the field for second half. MA found a
better shape and confidence rose in the
team as they scored early on to make it 4-2.

WHGS backs were against the wall but
consistent WHGS defending and team work,
particularly from Player of the Match Levi,
kept MA at bay. Pressure told after a while,
however and, following a host of outstanding
saves, MA added their third and fourth goal.
At this stage the game could have gone
either way, with MA looking confident and
poised to equalise... step in Ismael.

A free kick given around 25 yards out caused
a mild disagreement between friends as hat
trick hero, Harry, wanted to take again to kill
the game. Ismael, however, would not be
moved and was adamant he was taking it.
Ismael stepped up and smashed his free kick
into the top corner to seal the result. The
two friends celebrated together and with the
final whistle following shortly after, the team
celebrated a wonderful performance.

Throughout the game, the Year 10's were
competitive, hardworking, creative,
persistent and a real credit to themselves
and the school.

We look forward to more games coming up
later in the term!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8143/y10-football-fixture


Year 6 Forest School

On Tuesday 2 November, Year 6 were lucky enough to go to
Adlington Woods in Cheshire to begin our half-term of
Forest School.

We loved all the activities we got to do, which included
successfully building bridges from natural resources found in
the forest, whittling wood so we could toast marshmallows
by the camp fire and getting muddy on the playground.

Unsurprisingly, our favourite activity was racing down the
mud slide.

We can't wait to experience it again! View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8144/year-6-forest-school


Maths Week in the Primary Phase

This week has been National Maths Week! To celebrate this
event, the Primary Phase has been getting active with their
Maths.

Everyday, the children have been doing Maths activities that
involve getting fit and staying healthy. Some of the fantastic
activities have included making numbers with our bodies, a
human pictogram and magic squares.

All the children have had a lot of fun and they have been so
enthusiastic about their Maths learning. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8149/maths-week-in-the-primary-phase


Year 8 Masterchef Competition

It was great to be returning to our Masterchef
Competitions this week, starting with our Year 8
Competition. There was a great turn out, with many
tasty dishes made.

It was very difficult for the judges to pick a winner
but, after much deliberation, the individual winners
were announced:

Winners:
Attifa (8Y1)
Chethan (8X1)

House Order:
1st Johnson
2nd Turing
3rd Pankhurst
4th Bell

All the participants were congratulated for their
amazing dishes and were rewarded with an
exclusive 'Food & Nutrition' pin badge.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8152/year-8-masterchef-competition


Sixth Form Computer Science 
Discovery Day

Today, all A-Level Computer Science students in Year 12 and Year 13 attended an online Discovery Day organised by
Isaac Computer Science and hosted by BT.

The theme for this event was “programming for industry”, and it focused on the way in which programming and
software development has transformed almost every company in recent decades.

Students took part in a Q&A session with a senior software engineer at BT, participated in an interactive programming
workshop and heard from some recent graduates and apprentices about their progression from A Level Computer
Science.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8155/sixth-form-computer-science-discovery-day


Parent Wellbeing Information Session

On Thursday 18
November, the Secondary
Phase hosted their first
Parent Wellbeing
Information Session.

The session covered 'what
wellbeing is', 'why
wellbeing support is
important' and 'what
support is offered in
school'. Thrive in
Education representatives
(Jen and Chyvonne) came
and gave an overview of
their service, which is
provided to the school.

Before leaving, parents
took part in creating their
own self-care wheel and
took part in a Question
and Answer session.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8156/parent-wellbeing-information-session


SSCC Comms Team Building Trip

To work well together, all teams need to know each other and learn how to converse
well with each other so that matters can be discussed easily and confidently in meetings
without any shyness. With this in mind, Miss Hewitt, the Head of the SSC Team,
organised a trip for the Smart School Council so that we could learn about each other’s
personalities and gain confidence when engaging in conversation and talking to the rest
of the team. Mr Khalique and Mr Xiberras kindly accompanied Miss Hewitt and the SSC
Team on the trip.

Miss Hewitt organised a fun trip to the Climbing Depot, where we were given a 1 hour
30 minute slot to climb and talk with each other. Instructors supervised us and told us
where to go once we had finished an activity. We enjoyed rock climbing, but not just
normally climbing upwards as it usually is; here, we were challenged with rocks going
up, down, sideways and, in some of the last activities, even having to curve ourselves
around to reach the next foothold!

During all these challenging walls of rock, however, we were able to form good
relationships and there was a more settled and confident air between the group.

Eventually, it was time to leave the Climbing Depot. But the fun wasn‘t over yet, because
after that, we went to have lunch at Nandos, where we familiarised with each other
even more and had long conversations with one another, without having to call down
from the top of a rock wall.

We had an amazing feast at Nandos, full of talk and conversation. The SSC Team has got
to know each other well and we have all become more confident when talking to each
other.

This truly was a fun and team-building experience.
View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8179/school-smart-council-ssc-team-building-trip


Year 6 Ready Steady Cook Competition

Year 6 were lucky enough to take part in and experience a 'Ready Steady Cook' Competition on Thursday 2 December.

Selected children were split into two teams and cooked two different meals; Red Thai Curry and Thai Chilli Stir Fry, in 
fifteen minutes.

We all had a taste and decided that the Red team were the champions! Yum!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8159/year-6-ready-steady-cook-competition


Traffic Counting Afternoon

Monday 6 December was the first WHGS traffic counting afternoon!

We are working in collaboration with Whalley Range Walk Ride to improve the traffic and air quality on the streets
around our school. We have a fantastic Action Team of students from the Primary and Secondary Phase who have
already worked with Whalley Range Walk Ride to design a student and parent/carer survey.

The traffic count was our next step in our plan to improve the traffic and air quality around our school.

Watch out for more great initiatives to help us achieve our goal!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8163/whgs-traffic-counting-afternoon


Primary Phase Social Action Group

he Primary Phase
Social Action Group
has been preparing
gift boxes for the
Afghan refugees that
our school is
supporting. Children
from across the
Primary Phase have
brought in donations
of toys, stationary,
games and books to
give to the refugee
children.

The boxes have been
wrapped up and our
Team delivered them
this week.

This has been a very
successful project and
we have had so many
generous donations
from our families. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8166/primary-phase-social-action-group


Christmas Tree Decoration Winner

Isaac in 8JAS has won this year’s Design Competition and
got his Christmas tree decoration made on our laser
cutter and won the his House (Bell) 5 team points.

He also got one made for his own Christmas tree and a
box of chocolates.

Well Done Isaac. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8167/christmas-tree-decoration-competition-winner-2021


KS4 Masterchef Competition

On Thurdsay 7 December, the Food & Nutrition
Department held the KS4 Masterchef Competition.
It was lovely to welcome back some of the students
who last did this Competition in Years 7 and 8.

The standard was very high and the judges got to
sample a delicious spread of sweet and savoury
dishes. The judging was very difficult but eventually
Mr Hughes announced the winners as follows:

House order:
1st Bell
2nd Pankhurst
3rd Johnson & Turing (Joint)

Winners:
Eliza Arnold-Harrison 11US (savoury dish)
Phoebe-Jane McCormack 10SJH (sweet dish)

The individual winners received a cookbook, and all
the participants were awarded a Food & Nutrition
pin badge.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8177/ks4-masterchef-competition


Y9 Ableton Push Pad Workshops

Every Tuesday this term, a group of budding Year 9 Music
Technology students have been attending Workshops to
improve their skills in the use of Ableton software, using
Push Pad hardware controllers. Students are learning how to
create their own beats and musical structures, which will
lead to performance opportunities in the new year, as these
Workshops continue.

The Music Department would like to congratulate all Year 9
students involved for their hard work and commitment so
far and thank One Education, Lindsay Thomas and session
leader, Steven Hawkins, for their continued support. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8184/year-9-ableton-push-pad-workshops-with-one-education


Y12 Problem Solving Trip

On Wednesday 8 December, a group of
Year 12 maths students, along with Mr
Robinson, went to the University of
Manchester to attend a Problem-Solving
session hosted by the Advanced
Mathematics Support Program. This event
was designed to encourage enthusiastic
Y12 mathematicians to engage in problem
solving; from puzzles and group work, to
longer open-ended problems. We tackled
a variety of problems, ranging from very
straightforward to downright tricky.

One of the challenges was to crack a series
of increasingly difficult codes to find
instructions to create a model. Both our
teams cracked most of the codes and
made great progress creating the model.
One of the most challenging codes had
been given to a group of PhD students
who failed to crack it; however, it was no
match for Nusrat and Dania who managed
to significantly speed up their team’s work.

Some of the puzzles were first seen in
university entrance tests, which gave our
students who are thinking of studying
mathematics or related subjects at
university a particular helping hand.

This is what some of our students had to
say:

“The trip was a very interesting experience
as I was challenged with mathematical
problems where I had to approach them
from perspectives I never considered before.
I learned new techniques as to how
approach such challenges and learnt how
these mathematical problems occur in real
life. I really enjoyed working on these
quizzes with my team and along with the
support we received from our teacher we
were able to solve a lot of questions. To be
honest, it was very tiring but very rewarding
at the same time since I now gained the
confidence to approach challenging
problems and solve them in a strategic
manner.” Nusrat Ashraf (12SD)

“I really enjoyed the trip; it was the perfect
amount of maths. In addition, we were in
groups with our friends, so it motivated us to
be confident and work together as a team. I
like how the program tested our logical
thinking in many ways rather than regular
classroom maths. The most enjoyable
activity for me was the activity where we
worked as a team to decode the instructions,
it was like a break for my brain from
calculations but tested my thinking “outside
of the box” which I quite enjoyed. I would
love to go on another trip like it.” Maream
Abdelwahab (12CMB)

View this news article on the website…

“The event was very nice I enjoyed it very
much and I'm happy that I have learnt more
about the subject and being able to
approach questions in different ways as well
being able to work more as a team.” Ahmed
Mohamed (12CMB)

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8171/y12-problem-solving-trip


Y8/Y9 Prisoner Peer Mentoring 
Programme

On Friday 10 December, Mr Steinman (Head of Year
9) and I took twenty Year 8/9 pupils to Lancashire
Cricket Club for the Prisoner Peer Mentoring
Programme as part of the Schools Boys to Men
(B2M) iniative .

There the boys listened to Manny, an ex-prisoner
who worked for the 'Prison Me No Way Programme'
and now has his own company - delivering his
'Cause and Consequence' talk, tailored around his
real life experiences of being very young attending a
Pupil Referral Unit, joining a gang, low level crime to
more serious crime - ending with him going to
prison for 10 years.

He has now turned his life around; has a house,
partner, children and job, and delivers his
inspirational talks as a motivational speaker.

The boys found it all enjoyable and very insightful
and were able to talk and ask as many questions as
they liked. Just an inspirational morning, which the
pupils thoroughly enjoyed.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8173/y8y9-prisoner-peer-mentoring-programme


Cinderella Pantomime Performance

On Thursday 9 December, KS3 Drama Club performed a hilarious
and chaotic version of Cinderella with some star appearances
from WHGS teachers and support staff.

With only 3 rehearsals for the pupils and 1 rehearsal with staff
members, the cast still managed to perform a fantastic and
eventful performance, with lots of audience interaction and
laughter.

With such fantastic talent displayed, the Drama Department
cannot wait to start working on their next production of 'Little
Shop of Horrors'. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8172/cinderella-pantomime-performance


Autumn Term in Year 1

This term, Year 1 have made
excellent progress with the Read
Write Inc Phonics program. They
have really been enjoying using
their Fred Fingers to sound out
new words and have been using
their Phonics knowledge to
independently read books.

Year 1 have also been learning and
innovating the story of Handa's
Surprise. In order to help us
generate new adjectives, we took
part in a fruit tasting and described
the different fruit using all of our
senses. A few of us weren't keen
on some of the fruit and there
were some very funny faces!

These adjectives allowed us to
complete our own independent re-
telling of the story. They have
worked extremely hard this term
and we are all very proud of them.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8189/autumn-term-in-year-1


Year 8 Boys Football

Our Year 8 Boys Football team has had a
great term going unbeaten; winning four
league games and beating St Peter's 3-2
in the Manchester Cup. We used a pool
of 18 players and they have all played
their part in all the matches.

The last game we played was a 4-3 win
over Chorlton High South, when our
captain, Oliver won the match with the
last kick of the game - a header from a
Yaqoub free kick.

I never usually like to single players out as
they have all been fantastic. But Yaqoub's
overall play, his effort, energy and will to
win, have been unbelievable and that is
in every game we have played in - he is a
credit to the school.

Lots more matches to follow in the new
year.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8174/year-8-boys-football


Year 4 Love Reading!

This term, we were very lucky to have been sent a class set of
Silas and the Marvellous Misfits by Tom Percival. The book has
been chosen by Marcus Rashford as part of his book club.

Year 4 have been reading the book in class and using it in
reading lessons to answer inference and prediction questions.
The children are loving it so far and cannot wait to find out
what happens next! View this news article on the website…

We would recommend the book to anyone who
enjoys reading adventure or fantasy stories. Thank
you to Macmillan for sending us the books!

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8175/year-4-love-reading


7T Science and Industry Museum Visit

On Friday 10 December, students in 7T visited the Science
and Industry Museum in central Manchester. The day
started with a walk to St Werburghs Road metrolink stop
from where we caught the tram to Deansgate Castlefield.

We learned how to use the tram safely and enjoyed the
experience! After walking to the Museum, we began our
visit by watching a Revolution Manchester show about all
the great inventions to come out of Manchester. Following
this, we enjoyed a demonstration of how the cotton mill
machinery worked and imagined what it would have been
like to be a child working in a Victorian cotton mill.

We did a treasure hunt in small teams and learned about
the different objects in the Museum, including 'something
our grandparents would have used' and 'something that
makes us happy' before having a fantastic time exploring the
hands-on science experiment gallery!

After our visit, we walked to St Peter's Square where we
loved seeing all of the Christmas light decorations, before
hopping on the tram to return to school. An action packed
and fun filled day!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8176/7t-visit-to-the-science-and-industry-museum


Christmas Card Competition Winners

Hadi Arshad (7Y1)

Kayley Chung (7Y1)

Our students have been busy creating amazing designs for the WHGS Christmas Card
Competition 2021. We have had brilliant entries from Secondary students this year, a
massive thank you to everyone that submitted their amazing artwork!

The winners will be awarded with a £10 Amazon gift card and all receive a WHGS
certificate.

The Principal selected the winners and our Year 11 Prefects selected the runners up.

Congratulations go to:

Secondary Winners:
Hadi Arshad (Johnson House)
Kayley Chung (Turing House)

View this news article on the website…

Runners Up:
Meerab Maryam (Bell House)
Judith Thuret (Johnson House)
Steven Mlambo (Bell House)

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8178/christmas-card-competition


Reception Learn About Real Life Heroes 
and Superheroes

This half term we have been learning about real life heroes
and superheroes. We had the pleasure of inviting a parent in
to talk about her job as a paediatric doctor.

The children were fascinated with exploring her equipment
and how to make people feel better.

We talked about how to keep healthy and made our own
healthy sandwiches.

Later we used our imaginations to make our own
superheroes and think of their superpowers. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8180/reception-learn-about-real-life-heroes-and-superheroes


Y11 Cooking Demonstration

Our Year 11 GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition students
watched a very creative and skilful cookery demonstration
during one of their recent lessons. Stuart from Caterlink
showed them how to correctly fillet, cook and present a
whole fish - this is a high-level skill they may wish to perform
in their practical assessments later in the year and so was
extremely helpful to watch.

View this news article on the website…

He also prepared and cooked an array of Mexican
street food dishes highlighting the importance of
flavour and visual presentation. The students all learnt
a lot from this demonstration and thoroughly enjoyed
the fast-paced cooking style!

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8181/cooking-demonstration-from-caterlink-chef-stuart-obrien


Y10 Festive Baking

Year 10 BTEC Home Cooking students have been getting very
festive this week in anticipation of the Christmas holidays.

They all made beautifully decorated chocolate rolls in their
last lesson of this year.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8182/y10-festive-baking


Surprise Visitor in Reception and Nursery

On Monday 13 December, Reception
and Nursery had a surprise visitor -
Santa! The children in Nursery were
very excited and used their best
singing voices to entertain Santa.

Afterwards, he sat down and talked
to them about how busy he was and
he loved the song; 'When Santa got
Stuck up the Chimney' and we
noticed soot on his beard! He told us
that he was eating too many mince
pies and that is why he was getting
stuck all the time. The children
thought this was very funny.

He also brought all the children a
present and then went on to visit
Reception who sung: 'We Wish you a
Merry Christmas' and 'We Will Rock
You: A Story About Baby Jesus'.

The children drew pictures of Santa
later to stick on their Christmas
cards. View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8183/surprise-visitor-in-reception-and-nursery


Henshaws Visit

On Tuesday 14 December, WHGS welcomed friends from Henshaws who
were serenaded by KS3 Grace Notes Choir, Year 11 soloists and Year 12
Musicians.

In addition to a Christmas buffet lunch, a rendition of 'Somewhere Only We
Know', 'Winter Fantasy' and 'Merry Christmas Everyone' got everyone
singing along and shaking various maracas, bells and tambourines.

Dominic provided a fantastic piano solo 'L'Orage', Serafim a wonderful
Saxophone solo and Eden-Haya, alongside Fatima, performed 'Ordinary
People' to finish the mini Musical Christmas Concert.

Always a brilliant community event and we are looking forward to
welcoming Henshaws back into the New Year.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8185/henshaws-visit


WHGS Christmas Concert

For the first time in two years, the Music Department hosted a
wonderful Concert in the Great Hall to a very supportive
audience of parents, students, friends and staff.

The evening began with the fabulous All-Stars Cuban Band with
a rendition of 'Master Blaster' and 'Sir Duke' and continued
with fantastic Soloists, KS3 Grace Notes Choir ('Winter Fantasy'),
Upper School Vocal Ensemble ('This is Me'), Senior Steel Band
('Winter Wonderland'), Year 10 and Year 11 Bands, Ukulele and
Keyboard Ensemble to name a few!

It was commented on by staff and the community alike that the
quality and the standard of performance was the best yet and
the rebuild of music, in terms of enrichment, is well on the way
post pandemic.

Finishing with a final collaboration of all musicians and vocalists
singing ‘Merry Christmas Everyone’, all students were up
dancing by the end - all acts really helped set the Christmas
celebratory mood. All parties helped raise a fabulous amount of
money for local charities.

Well done to all staff and students involved and thank you for
everyone's efforts for making this live event come together.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8186/whgs-christmas-concert


Y7 Christmas Markets / Football Museum

During this term, students in 7X4 have been working
tremendously hard on their Sparx notes and producing
some great classwork. As a reward for their continued
hard work, Year 7 were rewarded with a trip to the
Christmas Markets and the National Football Museum in
Manchester.

Whilst we were there, students celebrated with some hot
chocolate, a wide range of world foods and some very
tasty pancakes! Around the markets, students were able
to answer maths questions to work out the cost and
change of a variety of items!

At the National Football Museum, we had the opportunity
to learn about two great teams; Manchester United and
Manchester City. We played on lots of interactive games
and even got the chance to play penalty shoot-out (some
very impressive skills from Adam, Lamin and Saif!). Alessia
and Saif even did some commentary over a football match
and, as a class, we all got to see the recording.

Well done Year 7 for your hard work this term and keep
up the excellent Sparx notes!

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8188/year-7-visit-the-manchester-christmas-markets


Year 5 Become Bakers

Year 5 became bakers for the
morning. To celebrate our local
history, Year 5 baked British scones.
Under supervision from Chef
Stuart, they followed a recipe,
worked as a team and prepared the
mixture.

They used the rubbing method to
mix the self-raising flour and
margarine. Then, they added milk
and sugar. After, they created a
doughy texture, rolled it out and
used various cutters to create
Christmas trees, gingerbread men
and traditional circular scones. They
were super excited, loved seeing
their creation coming out of the
oven.

They are so excited that they are
going to attempt to recreate scones
for their enrichment home learning.

View this news article on the website…

https://www.whgs-academy.org/news/latest-news/artmid/532/articleid/8190/year-5-become-bakers



